
EMBRACINGYOU 
A FIRE THAT KINDLES OTHER FIRES 
 
 

This year our key topic is the Contemplation on the Incarnation. Ignatius recommends us to 

contemplate God gazing on the world and how, as people are so diverse and there are so many 

inequalities, He decides to do something. 
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But, what to do in a complicated world with so many contrasts? Would it be better to optimize 

resources and improve people's conditions or rather ask to scholars and powerful people how to solve 

humanity's problem? God's plan is different: He radically brought Himself to us. The Holy Trinity sent 

the Son, one part of itself. God decided the risk Himself (not to prevail) in fragility, to become one of 

us, to show how God is in our mortal flesh, to be God-with-us, to be closest to us. 
 

Is this really enough? Didn't He fall short of solving so much suffering and injustice? Maybe our 

educative 4Cs cound enlighten how deep and radical this mistery is: 

 
 

- God is Conscious of all of our troubles; in fact, 

there is no more conscious of what it means to be 

us, and more conscious of how His sons live (or 

live badly). 

 

- Conciousness leeds to Compassion. Awareness is not 

enough, if it does not affect our deep being. Nor it is true 

Compassion that lies in the shallow depths, without an 

inner stir causing an 'exit' movement. 

 

-  

CONTEMPLATION ON THE INCARNATION 
[SE 101 -109] 

“How the three Divine Persons gazed on the 
whole surface or circuit of the world […] so 
diverse: some white and others black, some in 
peace and others at war, some weeping and 
others laughing, some healthy and others 
sick, some being born and others dying.” 

“What the Divine Persons are 
saying, that is, ‘Let us work the 
redemption of the human race



- This way is God's true commitment. He goes out not only to give, 

but to give Himself. He does not just commit his actions, qualities 

or time but He commits Himself, He runs the risk, He commits his 

own Being, his Life. God is the Committed. 

 

- The Committed is truly Competent. To save the humanity does not mean to 

provide resources, to support conditions, or to give tools and knowledge 

(although necessary)... God fulfills people's humanity, He is able to make it a 

reality, the truly competent one to embody it, and offers it freely and without 

cost from Person to person, from You to you. 

 
 

Thus, embracing You is to let your Consciousness, Compasion, Commitment and 

Competence transform us. It is to let your feelings as well as your way of proceeding, your faith, you 

humbleness, your mercy, your closeness, your gaze, your confidence, your freedom about things and 

people, your hope when there is no hope, your inconditional love, your Life without limits... transform 

us. All that is embodied in You, is enough to accept You. 

 

We are fires kindled by the true Light of the world (John 8, 12), by those who cannot wait for this world 

to kindle (Luke 12, 49). This fire makes our humanity filled by conscious, compassive, committed and 

competent people. People become more humanized when is 

more welcoming and hospitable. A fire that kindles other 

fires, has in our evangelizing schools a place on which to 

welcome, rekindle, renew, ignite, and spread throughout this 

wide world, full of diversities and contrasts. 

 

 

 

The figure of Mary is especially bright in the Incarnation. 

She was a woman who, with humility, knew how to welcome you in 

her bosom and gave birth to the greatest thing God could want for 

our world. We have in her a model, an example and a beacon, a 

woman who was disciple, mother and teacher. 

 

EMBRACINGYOU 
A FIRE THAT KINDLES OTHER FIRES 

 

“they decide in their 
eternity that the 
Second Person should 
become a human 
being…” 

“…in order 
to save the 
human 
race.” 


